Evaluation criteria for poster

Topics
  - The aim of the work is outlined (0-3 points)
  - The context is presented (0-3 points)

Investigation
  - The methodology is sound (0-3 points)
  - The scientific investigation is thorough (0-3 points)

Results
  - The results stem from the work presented (0-3 points)
  - The outcome is clear (0-3 points)

Style
  - The syntactic structure is simple, the sentences are short and the vocabulary is adapted (0-3 points)

Graphics
  - The overall impression is pleasant and the topic appears immediately (0-3 points)
  - The structure is clear with sub-titles, objectives, results, conclusions…(0-3 points)
  - The balance between images and explanations is good, good choice of colours and the text readable (0-3 points).

For each criteria (10), the reviewer must give 0, 1, 2 or 3 points. Half points may be used but must remain exceptions.